Abstract Contact-Aided Compliant Mechanisms (CCMs) are synthesized via the Material Mask Overlay Strategy (MMOS) to trace desired non-smooth paths. MMOS employs hexagonal cells to discretize the design region and engages negative circular masks to designate material states. To synthesize CCMs, the modified MMOS presented herein involves systematic mutation of five mask parameters through a hill climber search to evolve not only the continuum topology, but also, to position the rigid, interacting surfaces within some masks. To facilitate analysis with contact, boundary smoothing is performed by shifting boundary nodes of the evolving continuum. Various geometric singularities are subdued via hexagonal cells and the V-notches at the continuum boundaries are alleviated. Numerous hexagonal cells get morphed into concave sub-regions as a consequence. Large deformation finite element formulation with Mean Value Coordinates (MVC) based shape functions is used to cater to the generic hexagonal shapes. Contact analysis is accomplished via the Newton-Raphson iteration with load incrementing in conjunction with the augmented Lagrange multiplier method and active set constraints. An objective function based on Fourier Shape Descriptors is minimized subject to suitable design constraints. Two examples of path generating CCMs are presented, their performance compared with a commercial software, and fabricated to establish the efficacy of the proposed synthesis method.
Introduction

Compliant Mechanisms
Compliant mechanisms (CMs) transfer input loads to a desired output by virtue of some or all of their deforming members. Two well-established methods e.g., the Pseudo Rigid Body Model and the continuum optimization approaches, exist to synthesize CMs. Among the topology optimization approaches, the Homogenization method by Kikuchi and Bendsøe [1] aimed at determining the optimal size of an elliptic void within a solid cell. An array of such cells comprised the stiffest possible structure under a resource constraint. Ananthasuresh [2] extended the Homogenization approach to synthesize compliant mechanisms systematically. Ananthasuresh et al. [3] maximized the desired output displacement in addition to maximizing stiffness of the mechanism. Frecker et al. [4] and Nishiwaki et al. [5] used ratio of the two objectives and reported improvement in convergence. Using the SIMP (Solid Isotropic Method with Penalization) method [6] [7] [8] , Sigmund [9] proposed to maximize the mechanical advantage with suitable constraints on input displacements and volume. In SIMP, cell density (ρ i ) is considered a design variable. ρ i = > 0 models void cells 2 while ρ i = 1 models cells with the desired material. The elastic modulus of a cell is modeled as E i = E 0 ρ n i , where n (≥ 3) is a penalty parameter to help accelerate the optimization algorithm to converge towards a binary solution. E 0 is the modulus of the desired material. To design compliant mechanisms, other material models similar to SIMP were based on the normal distribution (the PEAK model [10] ) and logistic functions (the SIGMOID model [11] ).
Most aforementioned methods employed rectangular shaped cells to analyze the evolving continuum via the finite element analysis. These discretization schemes suffer from geometric singularities like the checkerboard patterns, point flexures and islanding [12] to circumvent which, additional suppression, filtering or penalty based methods are required [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . Rahamatalla and Swan [12] proposed a two stage optimization formulation by introducing artificial springs, one at the input location and an other at the output position. They suggested increasing the stiffness of springs attached to the output port to obtain compliant mechanisms free from point flexures.
Numerous similar approaches in topology optimization used discrete (truss, and/or frame elements) or continuum (rectangular, hexagonal or polygonal cells) parameterization and optimized various measures of flexibility and stiffness (generalized in Reference [20] ) to synthesize monolithic compliant mechanisms under the small deformation assumption.
Path generating compliant mechanisms undergo large deflections to trace a specified path. Saxena and Ananthasuresh [21] and Pedersen et al. [22] considered geometric nonlinearity in their synthesis methods. Objectives based on least square errors [21] [22] [23] were employed to minimize the discrepancy in the specified and actual paths. The least square objective fails to compare the shape, size and orientation of the two paths individually. Ullah and Kota [24] employed Fourier Shape Descriptors [25] to exercise individual control over the shape, size and orientation of paths. Rai et al. [26, 27] demonstrated that large, nonlinear and nonsmooth paths can be traced by an assemblage of deformable curved and rigid linear members to synthesize path generating fully and partially compliant mechanisms respectively. The latter, even though capable of tracing a desired non-smooth path, required significant effort and care when assembling different components.
Contact-Aided Compliant Mechanisms
The notion of contact based deformation was first proposed and exploited by Mankame and Ananthasuresh [28, 29] to achieve non-smooth paths via monolithic (fully) compliant mechanisms. A contact-aided compliant mechanism (CCM), by constitution, is a monolithic mechanism but behaves like a partially compliant mechanism at instance(s) in its deformation history wherein members come into contact thereby introducing pseudo hinges/sliding pairs. That is, prior to contact, CCMs behave like fully compliant mechanisms while post contact, they behave like partially compliant mechanisms. Need for assembly is eliminated since a CCM is a jointless continuum and friction/wear and/or need for lubrication is significantly reduced if the number of contact sites are much less than say, the number of hinges in a partially compliant mechanism [27] . Moreover, in the latter, friction always exists at rigid-body joints while in a contact-aided compliant mechanism, friction comes into play only when members interact physically. Internal contact(s), as in a CCM, seem essential to impart sudden changes in the continuum response, a phenomenon that can be utilized in say, tracing a path that is C 0 continuous, and attaining interesting deformation characteristics like negative stiffness and static balancing. For topology synthesis of CCMs, linear [23, 28] and curved frame elements [26, 30] have been employed previously for design parameterization and geometrically nonlinear finite element analysis. Intermittent but prespecified contact surfaces were used in Reference [28] . Reddy et al. [30] synthesized monolithic, path generating CCMs by modeling the design region with discrete curved members. Contact surfaces were not prespecified, rather determined systematically.
Motivation and Organization
We demonstrate topology synthesis of C 0 path generating contact-aided compliant mechanisms 3 via a novel approach that entails continuous discretization of the design region. We employ hexagonal cells for domain representation and negative circular masks to not only help identify the continuum topology, but also, to suspend rigid contact surfaces in the neighborhood so that the continuum can interact physically with such surfaces.
The paper is organized as follows: In section 3, the Material Mask Overlay Method is discussed briefly followed by its modified version to synthesize CCMs. Sections 4 and 5 outline boundary smoothing and large deformation finite element analysis with contact. Section 6 describes the path generating objective based on Fourier Shape Descriptors with suitable modification to control the resource volume. The hill climber search algorithm is also discussed. Synthesis results and fabricated prototypes are analyzed in section 7. Finally, section 8 outlines discussion and conclusions.
Material Masks Overlay Strategy (MMOS)
The previously proposed Material Mask Overlay Method (MMOS) [18, 31] uses hexagonal cells (Ω H ) for domain (Ω) discretization and engages negative circular masks (Ω M ) to designate the material state ρ(Ω H ) to each cell within the domain. Through hexagonal tessellation, edgeconnectivity is ensured throughout thereby guaranteeing finite stiffness everywhere within the design region. Each Ω M is associated with three variables (x i , y i , r i ), where (x i , y i ) are center coordinates of the mask and r i is its radius. All cells with centroids inside any mask are modeled void. The continuum is thus defined by the set of remnant cells that are not exposed to any mask. Mathematically, the material state of a cell is described as
where d cm is the distance between the centroid of the hexagonal cell and the mask, and Ω c H represents the centroid of Ω H (Fig. 1a) . Following generic topology optimization problem can be solved to get the desired continuum. 
Contact MMOS
MMOS is extended such that masks not only remove material beneath them, but also, within some, fixed, non-deforming regions 4 are introduced to permit the continuum to physically interact with them. To accomplish this, each mask Ω Mi is represented via five variables:
The first three represent the x, y coordinates of the mask center and mask radius respectively. The fourth variable s i is discrete: s i = 0 indicates absence of the contact surface Ω cs within the mask while s i = 1 models the presence of a circular contact region whose radius is computed as f i r i , 0 ≤ f i < 1 with its center coordinates the same as (x i , y i ). Fig. 1b depicts the overall intent. Ideally, numerous masks individually encompassing rigid contact regions within them can convene at a site and result in a contact region of a generic shape. Realistically, however, contact regions are expected to be bounded by a set of circular arcs. In the current implementation, contact interaction is permitted only between the continuum and rigid regions introduced by the masks. It is assumed that subregions of the continuum do not interact with each other. 4 Contact surface ΩCS
Boundary Smoothing and Finite Element Analysis
Boundary Smoothing
Notwithstanding the efficiency in analysis, boundary smoothing [32, 33] is deemed essential to facilitate accurate large deformation contact analysis and ensure that it converges for most intermediate contact-aided compliant designs. Indirect consequences of smoothing are realizable designs (see Figs. 11 and 14) and alleviation of stress concentration regions at the boundary(ies).
To ensure convergence in contact analysis, continuum boundaries (interior and exterior) should at least have slope (C 1 ) continuity though higher order continuity is desirable [34] .
To obtain smooth boundaries, a systematic approach of boundary node shifting is used [33] . Mid-points of the outer edges of boundary cells are connected with straight line segments, and boundary nodes are projected onto these segments along their shortest perpendiculars (Fig. 2a) . This smoothing step can be performed β (integer) ≥ 1 times. New positions of the boundary nodes are used in the finite element analysis, while retaining the element connectivity and positions of the interior (non-boundary) nodes. Even with the mask overlay method, increase in the number of hexagonal cells does (adversely) influence the analysis time though the smoothing process takes 5% of the total computational cost [33] . The smoothing algorithm implemented herein ensures edge-connectivity throughout [33] .
In addition to removing hexagonal cells beneath the masks, regular hexagonal cells (e.g., those that are unaffected by boundary smoothing) are removed. This is equivalent to imposing a negative mask over such a cell. Such removal helps reduce the continuum volume making the latter less bulky and members slender so that they can undergo large local deformation. However, removing these cells results in new serrated boundaries. At this stage, all hexagonal cells present in the design are considered in their regular states, and boundary smoothing is performed again.
Stiffness Computation
As a result of boundary smoothing, some regular hexagonal cells get reshaped to concave ones. To cater to generic six-noded polygonal shapes, Mean-Value Co-ordinates [35, 36] based shape functions are employed. Stiffness k of each cell is evaluated as follows. The cell is divided into six triangular sub-regions [36, 37] . Thereafter, integration over each region is performed through a 25 Gauss-point scheme for each sub-region (Fig. 3) to ensure accuracy in computation of the stiffness of each cell. The global stiffness matrix K is obtained. The elemental internal force r elem and global internal force R are also evaluated. Geometrically nonlinear analysis with Newton-Raphson (NR) iterations for a sequence of load increments is implemented. Within each NR iteration, contact forces between the deforming continuum and rigid bodies need to be computed which is accomplished, as in the section 5.
Contact Modeling and Analysis
The section describes contact modeling with geometrically and materially nonlinear deformation analysis.
Let a rigid body Ω cs (contact surface: master body) come in contact with a part of the deforming body Ω s (continuum: slave body) (Fig. 4) . Let points P m on Ω cs and P s on Ω s have position vectors x m and x s respectively. Let the normal triad at P s be n s a , a = 1, 2, 3 and that at P m be n m b , b = 1, 2, 3. Consider n c 1 , c= m, s to be outward normals and remaining to be tangential components at P m and P s respectively. Let the contact tractions at P s and P m be t s and t m (t s = −t m ) respectively. A point P s on the slave surface is taken. Its distance from all points on the master surface(s) is computed. P m is found such that it is most proximal to P s . This procedure is followed for all points on Ω s . The gap g is computed as
V-notch
The normal gap g n can be defined via either (x s − x m ).n m 1 or (x m − x s ).n s 1 . When g n < 0, contact is detected. The following impenetrability condition is then imposed.
When the surfaces are in contact or intersecting, traction components along the outward normals n c 1 are compressive (< 0), otherwise they are zero.
To check for slipping/sliding 
for stiction, else for sliding, equality sign is used. NewtonRaphson iterations guide g n to become zero so that impenetrability conditions are satisfied and traction forces computed. Implementation details are provided in Reference [38] . To model contact problems herein, impact is assumed absent. In addition to contact conditions, relations for equilibrium, strain displacement, constitutive and boundary restraints can be written mathematically as
σ ij and ij represent the Cauchy stress and Green-Lagrange strain tensor components respectively. b i is the body force, S ij is the second Piola-Kirchoff stress tensor, E ijkl is the elastic tensor (we employ the neo-Hookean plane strain material model), Γ dc represent boundaries on two surfaces, where displacements u c is known a priori, and tractions f i are imposed on surfaces Γ F c of the two bodies. The transformation, S = det(F)F −1 .σ.F −T is employed to relate Cauchy stress and second Piola-Kirchoff stress tensors. Many contact surfaces get generated during evolution of a CCM. Depending on their positions, shapes and sizes, these contact surfaces may either interact with the continuum or lay passive. Interaction of the continuum with multiple contact surfaces cannot be ruled out. The proposed topology optimization algorithm during synthesis, automatically determines shapes and sizes of flexible members in a deforming continuum, and rigid (target) surfaces with which the continuum is deemed to come into contact (see section 3). The formulation and numerical implementation of the nonlinear finite element analysis with contact briefed in sections 4 and 5, and detailed in Reference [38] accurately determines the members coming into contact and the associated contact forces. The code for 2D contact analysis developed inhouse, caters to all surface geometries and possibilities, e.g., point and/or line, and single/multiple contacts. 6 Problem Formulation
Multiple Contact
Fourier Shape Descriptors
Fourier Shape Descriptors (FSDs) [25] are employed to evaluate discrepancies between the obtained and prescribed paths. Objective based on FSDs allows a user to control errors in the shape, size, and orientation between the actual and desired paths, independently. Previously, FSDs based objective is employed successfully in References [24, 26, 28, 30 ] to achieve the path generating mechanisms. A brief discussion on FSDs is given below.
Let the output path be represented discretely via its vertices P 0 , P 1 , · · · , P M in a clockwise sense, wherein P 0 ≡ P M (Fig. 6) . Length of the i th segment between vertices P i−1 and P i is ∆L i . The initial orientation of the desired path is θ δ . L δ represents the total length of the prescribed curve. The Curve is modeled by a normalized periodic function φ * (t) = φ( L δ t 2π ) + t, wherein t is a parameter and defined by
Since φ * (0) = φ * (2π) = 0, φ * (t) can be expressed via a Fourier series as: 
wherein,
Let the Fourier coefficients of the actual path traced by a candidate design be a α and b α and that of the desired path be a δ and b δ . Let the length of the desired path be L δ and that of the actual path be L α . Let the initial orientations with the horizontal, of the two paths be given by θ δ and θ α respectively. The objective is constructed as the weighted sum of the errors in each coefficient, length and orientation, as below.
where λ a , λ b , λ L , and λ θ are user defined weights. These errors are evaluated as
Resource Constraint
The term, {V err = (V c − V * )} is introduced in the objective (Eq. 10), where V c and V * are the current and permitted volumes of the continuum respectively. The modified objective is:
where λ v , the resource penalty parameter, is used to steer the search algorithm towards a desired CCM with permitted resource volume. If V c − V * > 0, λ v is positive, else, it is zero.
Search Algorithm
To minimize the objective, we employ a random mutation based stochastic, hill climber search. An initial solution v 0 is taken and made to undergo several mutations to sequentially improve the objective. Maximum number of iterations I mmos is fixed a priori. For N m masks, the total number of variables in v 0 are 5N m . Let the probability to mutate a variable d ∈ v 0 be pr, (chosen 0.08 herein). In an iteration, a random number ζ is generated for each variable. If ζ < pr, the corresponding variable is modified as d n = d ± (c × m max ) where c is a random number and m max is used as 25% of the domain size. Variables x i , y i , r i , f i and s i of a mask are mutated as above. As s i is binary, an additional check is performed. If s i < 0.5, s i = 0 is imposed, else, s i = 1 is taken. The aforementioned mutations lead to a new design v n which is evaluated using the finite element analysis and Fourier Shape Descriptors. If found better, v 0 is replaced by v n . The search process is continued until I mmos iterations are reached. The search algorithm is shown in Fig. 7 . Cardinal reasons to employ stochastic search are: (a) Cell densities should either be 0 or 1 for otherwise ambiguity in interpreting the continuum may lead to incomplete/poor realization of the solution, and (b) non-convergence during NewtonRaphson iterations in the finite element analysis can stall a gradient search process as the latter is based on point-to-point evaluation. For subsequent advancement to the next step of search, convergence in analysis in the previous step is necessary. For any intermediate continuum, accomplishment of geometrically nonlinear analysis, and with contact in particular, cannot be guaranteed.
Synthesis Examples
Below, using the same initial design region and input and output ports, generic path generating examples, with different paths having one kink each, are solved to showcase the efficacy and versatility of the proposed synthesis method for contact-aided compliant mechanisms. Figure 8 depicts the design specifications and Table 1 includes details on the various parameters used to generate the designs: The design region is represented using 25 hexagonal cells each along the horizontal and vertical directions. Each cell is inscribed within a circle of unit radius. 10 masks along the horizontal and 8 along the vertical are taken. Minimum and maximum mask radii are taken as 0.1 mm and 6 mm respectively. Out of plane thickness is 5 mm, Elastic modulus is 2100 MPa, and Poisson's ratio is 0.30. For the hill climber search, probability that a variable can mutate is taken as 0.08. Maximum number of search iterations I mmos are set to 40,000. Input load is also considered a design variable whose lower and upper bounds are set to −2000 N and 2000 N. Note that direction of the input load is permitted to change. Maximum radius achievable for the contact surface is 3 mm (i.e., f i (max) = 0.5). Number of boundary smoothing steps performed for each candidate continuum is 10. Among other parameters, weights of the Fourier Shape Descriptors are set to λ a = 30 and λ b = 30. Weight for discrepancy in the length is taken as λ L = 1 while that for the orientation is λ θ = 0.1. V * is taken as 30% of the maximum possible volume V . λ v is taken as 15 if the continuum volume V c exceeds V * , else, λ v is set to 0. 
Example 1
Input load
Fixed position 
Example 2
Design specifications and values of various parameters used in this example are identical to those in Example 1. However, the prescribed path is different. Fig. 12 shows the undeformed optimized continuum and the final deformed continuum with all solid contact surfaces. The final obtained input force along the positive horizontal direction is 106.45 N. The CCM is obtained after 5971 search iterations. 
Discussion and Conclusion
In previous works on topology synthesis of CCMs, design [28, 29] representation used is with initially straight frame elements and contact surfaces are prescribed. In Reference [30] , initially curved frame elements are employed and contact surfaces identified systematically using a commercial software. Herein, we present a continuum based topology optimization approach to synthesize such mechanisms via the modified Material Mask Overlay Method (CMMOS). Hexagonal cells are used to discretize the design space. Negative masks are employed not only to remove material, but also, to generate rigid contact surfaces within some of them. Boundary smoothing is implemented to facilitate contact analysis. Mean-Value Coordinates based shape functions are used to cater to generic six-noded polygonal cells. A stochastic hill climber search is implemented to minimize the Fourier Shape Descriptors based objective to obtain the desired non-smooth path. The search also helps determine the interacting surfaces systematically. Preliminary results are promising and the methodology is generic in that the proposed continuum optimization method can be employed to synthesize, not only path generating contact-aided compliant mechanisms, but also, those with, say static balancing and negative stiffness characteristics. Two examples are presented with the same design specifications but for non-smooth desired paths of different shapes and sizes with kinks at different locations. The synthesized examples and their deformed histories (Figs. 9, 10 , 12, and 13), and behavior of the respective prototypes (Figs. 11 and 14) suggest that the obtained paths are 'optimally proximal' in shape and size to those respectively prescribed. In both cases, presence of kinks (sharp corners in the output paths) correspond to occurrence of contact between the deforming continuum and the neighboring rigid surface(s). As observed in the examples, the output path can be obtained quite accurately if the input port is guided suitably along the prescribed direction. Better solutions are possible if the synthesis process is not restricted by the specified design constraints and limited (specified) computational effort. The algorithm suggests numerous contact surfaces (Figs. 9 and 12 ), but only some participate actively in contact. Comparing with the partially compliant solutions (Figs. 5 g-h) in Reference [27] synthesized using similar specifications, one observes that a single instance of contact between the deforming continuum and the rigid body in the neighborhood (Fig. 9 ) seems adequate to generate a desired kink on the output path as opposed to a number of revolute joints. It has also been established therein via the synthesis of partially compliant and fully complaint mechanisms for C 0 continuous paths, that a kink in the output path of a singlepiece continuum cannot be observed unless there is a geometric/material cause for the continuum to suddenly alter its deformation characteristics.
The final CCMs are also analyzed in Abaqus with neo-Hookean material and 4 noded plain-strain elements (CPE4I) using the respective optimal forces, boundary conditions and active contact surfaces. Analyses suggest that the obtained paths closely follow those respective paths traced by CCMs (Figs. 10d and 13d ). As search is stochastic (computational expenses is expected to be high), it may not quickly lead to first meaningful 5 intermediate configuration. Such cases should be ceased and reinitiated because, they may increase the computational cost significantly.
Though self contact lies outside the scope of the work presented herein, its implementation and related examples with both self and mutual contact will be presented in future.
